Can White cut the two black stones apart?

Can White cut the two single black stones apart?

Can White cut the black group in two?

How can Black connect up his stones at the top to form one group?

What is Black’s best play?

Where can White cut?
If White plays at x, is Black allowed to recapture right away?

Black just played the stone marked 1. Can White play at x?

Is Black plays at x, is White allowed to recapture right away?
Which are the neutral points?

Where are all the neutral points? How many are there?

Which stones are dead?

Which stones are dead?

Which stones are dead?

Which stones are dead?
Is it worth it for White to try to get out of this atari?

Is it worth it for White to try to get out of this atari?

Is it worth it for White to try to get out of this atari?

Is it worth it for White to try to get out of this atari?

Which is the better way for Black to give atari – A or B?

Which is the better way for Black to give atari – A or B?
Black to play and win at least one white stone.

White to play and win at least one black stone.

Black to play and win at least one white stone (two possible answers).

White to play and win at least one black stone.

White played at 1. How can Black stop this stone from escaping?

White to play and win at least one black stone (two possible answers).
Where can Black play a double atari?

Where can White play a double atari?

How can White break into Black's territory?

Black to play an atari that threatens another atari.

Black to play an atari that threatens another atari.

Black to play and win at least one stone.
How can Black win one white stone?

How can Black win two white stones?

Does the ladder work for White?

How can Black win a white stone?

Does the ladder work for Black?

Does the ladder work for Black?
White to play and win some black stones.

Black to sacrifice a stone to win some white ones.

Black to sacrifice a stone to win some white ones.
How can white save the weak white group?

Where is White weak? Should Black attack with A, B or C?

Find a play that helps White's weakest stone or stones and attacks Black.

Black to play. Which of the two weak groups will die first?
White to play and kill the black group.

Black to play and make the black group live.

White to play and make the white group live.

White to play and kill the black group.

White to play and kill the black group.

Black to play and kill the white group.
White to play and kill the black group (without starting a ko).

White to play and kill the black group.

White to play and kill the black group.

White to play and kill the black group.

Is the black group alive, dead or what?

Is the black group alive, dead or what?